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Belo Horizonte was designed by the end of the 19th century with the aim to be the new capital of the state of Minas Gerais. The orthogonal streets, progressive and
positivist ideals represented a strong change of paradigm towards the old capital, Ouro Preto. However, over time, Belo Horizonte has changed: public areas lost
physical space.
Because of that, some questionings have become relevant to my work: how can the city restructure itself despite of the hardness of the built space? Is the surprise still
possible? Thus, other questions emerged: do the institutionalized and recognized city regions really instigate and provoke the citizens? How do downtown occupations
happen?
Nowadays, the rush limits the footsteps, making them fast and exact. Commuting might be the watchword, when the only movement around the city occurs because
of the distance between home and the working place, transforming the street into a mere intermediate. Occupying the street to spend some time turned into an
unthinkable action, not only for the reason of money awareness, but also because of the poor environmental quality of the public spaces. Nevertheless, it is important to
notice that many places, especially unknown areas, have great potential of transformation and instigation.
The photographs that follow were taken as a first attempt to understand the functionality of the public spaces: how pedestrians move, how people rest and the
environmental characteristics that convey a comfortable shared area.

attributes

Thus, the mappings that follow are, in a certain way, a temporary synthesis of conventional culture and popular outbursts, which among public spaces and parking lots empty space - were merged into a initial map. The sources were: the city hall data, the site Mapping the Commons, PRAXIS and other institutes and programs.
convencional culture
1.contemporary arts and
photography centre
2.cine theatro brasil vallourec
3.ufmg’s conservatory
4.toy’s museum
5.mineiros military’s museum
6. palácio das artes
7.fashion reference centre
8.audiovisual reference centre
9.maletta building
10.inimá de paula museum
11.sesc palladium
12.city theatre
13.centoequatro
14.ufmg’s cultural centre

common: popular outbursts
15.funarte mg
16.arts and crafts museum
17.giramundo’s museum
18.espanca! theatre
19.banco do brasil cultural
centre
20.memorial minas gerais
vale
21.mines and metal
museum
22.ufmg’s knowledge
museum
23.cemig’s popular arts
museum

ciclioritmoscópio
luiz estrela
bicycle ativism
fica-ficus
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institucional map
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crowd
black movement
tarifa zero
pula catraca
flash block
praia da estação (beach)
mcs’ duel

Source: FMC/PBH

Source: Mapping the common

These surveyings, in a second moment,
converged in a manual route to cover the
majority of the strategic points. However, it
was still important to understand those places,
their qualities and users - as a guideline to
comprehend how the public spaces allow the
“popular explosions” to happen.

In a third moment, the
software Grasshopper was
used to redefine the path.

contemporary arts and
photography centre
cine theatro brasil vallourec
ufmg’s conservatory
municipal market
palácio das artes
fashion reference centre
audiovisual reference centre
maletta building
inimá de paula museum
sesc palladium
city theatre
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centoequatro
ufmg’s cultural centre
funarte mg
arts and crafts museum
giramundo’s museum
espanca! theatre
banco do brasil cultural centre
memorial minas gerais vale
mines and metal museum
ufmg’s knowledge museum
cemig’s popular arts museum
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where and how design?

overlaid and connected
mappings

route lashing

hidden places
adjacent interventions
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institucional
culture

2d

As the points which originated
the path are well-known by
the citizens, the chosen areas
of intervention changed to
surrounding places with the
intention of maintaining the
characteristic of surprise
(chance and encounter of
those who stroll without a
defined route).

public spaces

parking lots

motels/brothels

2d, 3d, 4d, 5d

The idea of dimensions emerged while the project progressed: plan, depth, time and multiverse are words that guided the train of
thought of each intervention and were related to chosen spaces.
From these words with physical meanings, another round of words arose, which conveyed the goals of the designs.
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2d

The 2d area represents the plan. Right beside the
Youth Reference Centre, the plan ambiences the
permanence, almost as a parasite, invading the
centre. The intervention also invites people who
pass by the Station Square, a memorable place in
the city and where, in ordinary days, it becomes
a void, whereas in special moments, it hosts the
gathering and the confrontation towards the city
hall, that once wanted to banish the public events.
With the beach in mind, the wooden deck and sand
represent the sea that Belo Horizonte doesn’t have,
but can create. The infrastructure also supports
other events, such as the June celebration. The area
used to be a parking space and service street, in
which after the installation of the wooden plates,
plants, water, sand and modules becomes a point of
gathering and permanence.

permanence

plan

detail

concrete structure
covered with wood

concrete structure
with waterproofing

little pool

shelter

garden

3d

seat

The 3d pops up in a narrow street beside the Integrated Assistance Unit in September 7th Square. The empty space between the
buildings demonstrates a grand potential for a passage.
One side has the buzz of an important avenue, Amazonas Av. whereas the other side has an attractive commercial gallery (Ouvidor
Gallery). The illuminated pergola infrastructure calls attention of and invites people to get into this perspective that not only offers
comfort in crossing, considering its scale and height, but also security, signaling and shelter.

passage

detail

plan

section

4d

The 4d is designed to provide, once again, the
possibility of contemplation. The building of
Sulacap and Sulamerica (bankings) represent a
milestone in the landscape of Belo Horizonte: it
suppress the perspective from Afonso Pena Av.
to Santa Teresa viaduct. Moreover, the view was
completely blocked after the construction of an
annex.
Therefore, the intervention proposes the
installation of stairs that led to the rooftop with
the intention of taking back the landscape and
the contemplation.
The musing and the steps of the stairs relate to
the fourth dimension regarding the time: with the
busy life, spending time has become a decayed
activity. However, on the assumption that the
stimulation of a unique and amusing perspective
could attract both the quick and unwary sights,
the occupation turns up into a special one.

contemplation

plan

5d

sections

The 5d intervention proposes a maze as a public space. It represents the synthesis of all designs before descripted and also the
permission to lose and find oneself as an exercise of de riv e , where the main result of the activity is the route and choices made
by each user. There are many possibilities for all pedestrians and that symbolizes the fifth dimension as a coexistence of actions,
paths and alternatives.
The final destination can be divided in two: one closed by the end of the plot, where the stimulation is internal; and other, open
and high after 15 meters of stairs, where the external is revealed. The height is similar to the surrounding buildings, maintaing
the landscape, that will be disturbed after the construction of the new town hall building, which will be, more or less, 50m tall.
Although the structure might appear a heavy mass, it demonstrates the entrails and allows the permeability of the ones in de riv e .
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Caption
1
entrance
2
thinking
3
resting
4
work
5
lunch
6
gathering
7
bleachers
8
galery
9
cinema
10
storage room
11
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